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.ABSTRACT 

The solut·ion formalism of the closed-form analysis for nuclear 

reactor transients is investigated in this study. This method of 

analysis is appli 1~d to two one-dimensional test problems, namely, (1} a 

homogeneous slab and (2) a space dependent problem of the CANDU type. 

The numerica 1 res tJlts have identified some of the characteristics as 

well as the numer-i cal difficulties associated with the closed-form 

analysis. Some possible areas for imporovements and modifications to 

the method are suqgested. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose of This Project 

In large nuclear reactors, localized changes in material com

positions cause changes in neutron flux which contribute to changes in 

power density. The effects of a change in reactivity depend on the size, 

shape and location of the core region where the reacti vity is introduced, 

as well as on the magnitude of the change. Hence; mul tidimensional and 

space dependent reactor kinetics analyses are required to fully describe 

the effects of a reactivity change. 

Various methods of analysis for space dependent reactor kinetics 

have been published in the literature in past years. One of these is 

the closed-form analysis, Though not without its limi tations, it is 

parti cularly simple to apply. The method has been applied by Garland 

and Harms(l) to obtain solutions for the space and time dependent temp

erat ure distribution in a cylindrical reactor fuel pin using one neutron 

. group. The purpose of this project is to investigate the feasibility 

of applying this :lased-form analysis to transient flux calculations 

for a general multiregion reactor. 

1.2 Reactor Dynwnics 

The study of reactor dynamics is concerned with the various 

aspects of the time dependent behaviour of the core. It includes all 
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the consideration ~ ; of coolant flow, heat transfer, fuel behaviour, 

transients and stit bility and control. During its course of operation, 

a r eactor's prope1·ties may change with time, resulting in a change in 

the neutron multi plication factor and hence the neutron population. In 

terms of reactivi ·:y, it means that the reactor is disturbed from its 

cri t ical state. !)ince a change in neutron population has immediate 

effects on the pol'ler density, the reactor transient behaviour must be 

accurately determined in order to adequately control the power level. 

Changes i ·, reactor propert ies can occur in many ways. Slow 

transients or lon~ term effects are associated with such parameters as 

fue l burnup and X:non effects. These phenomena, while operationally 

important, do not present serious safety problems. Fast transients or 

short term effects may result from temperature changes, prescribed 

reactivity changes introduced by control rod motion, or accidental 

changes such as t hose induced by a loss of coolant. If the reactivity 

change exceeds a certain level, then the reactor becomes prompt critical, 

maki ng it very difficult to control and resulting in dangerous opera

tion. It is to these fast transients t.hat reactor dynamics and safety 

studi es are intimately related. With the present generation of power 

reactors getting increasingly larger, multidimensional space dependent 

kinetics analyses are necessary to account for the spatially decoupling 

effects. 

1.3 The Space Dependent Reactor Kinetics Equations 

A rigorous treatment of ouclear reactor kinetics would invoke 
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energy dependent neutron transport theory. However, a detailed descrip

tion of the time ctnd spatial behaviour of the neutron population is 

almost impossible because of the large number of spatially distinct 

regions and with neutrons travelling in all directions at speeds which 

span about eight orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the continuously 

changing core properties have to be taken into consideration simultane

ously with neutron effects. However, it has been found . by experience 

that the group diffusion approximation suffic.es to describe the neutron 

population in a 1 ctrge number of reactor types. 

The time dependent group diffusion equations describe the aver

age reaction rate of neutrons over an interval of energy referred to as 

a group according to neutron diffusion theory. The space dependent 

reactor kinetics equations can be written in the following mu1tigroup 

diffusion approximation form: 

I 
+ If .c.(r,t) 

i=l 91 1 
(1 ~ g ~ G) (1. 1 ) 

I) (1. 2) 

Parameters appear i'ng in the above equations have the following meanings: 

g = index number of the energy group 

i = index number of the delayed neutron precursor group 



G = total number of energy groups 

I = total number of delayed neutron precursor groups 

~g = sea 1 ar· neutron flux [n/ (cm2 -sec)] in energy group g 

c1 = concentration (cm-3) of ith precursor 

o
9 

= diffu~ion coefficient (em) for neutrons in energy group g 

vg = speed (em/sec) of neutrons in ene_rgy group g 

Egg~ = inter~ 1roup macroscopic transfer cross section (cm-1) from 

group g~ to group g with the following structure: 

Xg = fission spectrum yield in group g 

'"g = avera!Je number of neutrons per fission in group g 

I:fg = macro~;copic fission cross section (cm-1) in group g 

(cm-1) rag = macro ~;copic absorption cross section in group g 

4 

Eg~~ = macro ~;copic scattering cross section from group g to group g' 

B = total fractional yield of delayed neutrons per fission 

Egg t = Xg ( 1-13 )v g , Efg , + E g '-+g 

fgi = A.ixgi =probability (sec-1) . that the ith precursor will yield 

a neutron in group g where A.i is the decay constant and Xgi 

the f raction of decays in delayed group i which yield 

neut~Jns in group g 

Pig' = Bi"g' Efg' =production factor (cm-1) for the ith precursor 

havin~ fractional yield B; by fissions in group g'. 

Equations (1.1) and (1.2) are coupled partial and ordinary 

differential equations respectively in which the coefficients are time 



dependent. Becau:;e of the time dependence of the cross sections, the 

system actually r 1~presents a non-linear set of partial differential 

equations. Howev~~r, changes in rna teria 1 properties due to fission 

heating are so mu:h slower than changes in neutron flux that the coe

fficients can be ~ : onsidered time independent within the small time 

interval consider ed. Of course, changes in cross sections effected by 

5 

. con t rol rod motio n or other reactor control actions must be taken into 

consideration. T e space dependent reactor kinetics equations must be 

solved subject to boundary conditions of the homogeneous Neumann or 

Dirichlet type. fhe Neumann boundary condition requires that the neu

tron current be continuous at internal interfaces r of the reactor at 

all times, 

-
{1.3) 

The Dirichlet boundary conditions specify that the neutron flux vanishes 

at t he extrapolated reactor boundary Rand be continuous everywhere 

withi n the reactor at all times, 

The i ni tial flux and precursor distributions in space and energy must 

be specifted. 

Various sclution techniques have been used to approximate the 

{1.4) . 

{1. 5) 



spatial derivative and/or time derivative of the flux and precursor 

concentrations to \'educe Equations (1.1) and (1.2) to coupled ordinary 

differential equat·ions or inhomogeneous algebraic equations in the 

unknowns ~g and Ci . The following section presents a review of the 

methods for reacto1· transient analyses. 

1. 4 A Review of So 1 uti on Tethni gues 

6 

The solution techniques for solving the space dependent multi

group reactor kine ':ics equations can be divided into two broad categories 

known as direct met hods a·nd indirect methods. The direct methods solve 

the neutron diffus ··on equations by finite differencing the equations in 

space and time. The indirect methods involve some assumption about the 

shape of the solut·'on over several subregions or the entire reactor and 

proceed to solve the equations by expanding the solution as a linear 

combination of somE! set of functions. Some of these methods are 

briefly described ltere. 

1.4.1 Finite DiffE!rence Methods {2,3' 4 ' 5' 6) 

To obtain :he finite difference approximations, the reactor 

model is partitionE~ into a finite number of elemental regions or mesh 

cells, with each CE! ll enclosing a mesh point. The space dependent 

reactor kinetics equations are then discretized in the spatial variable 

by integrating the equations over the volume of the reactor, using the 

box integration technique and replacing the spatial derivative with a 

finite difference <t pproximation. Likewise, the time derivative is also 
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replaced by a fin ite difference to reduce the equations to a set of 

inhomogeneous algebraic equations, the solutions of which are the 

neutron _flux ~g(r, :) and precursor concentration Ci(r,t) at each mesh 

poin t . Within the framework of finite difference methods, different 

techniques have benn employed to reduce computation time or to overcome 

numerical instabil ·ity problems, with varying degrees of success. These 

techniques include the alternating direction implicit methods,<3) ADI, 

and alternating di t·ection explicit methods, ADE. <4) In finite differ

ence methods, it has been found that applying a group-dependent freq

uency transformati on(3) or a characteristic frequency transformation to 

all groups(4) would speed up the convergence rate of the solu t ion. Harms 

et al. have also d l~monstrated that the multiple temporal-mode transforma

tion technique is capable of generating very accurate solutions. (G) 

All finite difference methods have the advantage that definite 

error bounds on tht ~ final approximation can be established. However, to 

adequately describ t ~ the spatial details of a reactor, a large number of 

mesh points are required. Thus, these methods are as yet considered too 

expensive for rout·ine production calculations. 

1.4. 2 Point Kinet ics(?,S) 

In the mos t common application of the point kinetics approximation, 

a fi xed spatial di :;tribution is assumed. The neutron flux is represented 

as a product of a time-independent shape function $g(r) and an amplitude 

func t ion Ng(t), 
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(1.6) 

If it is assumed t ltat the amplitude function has an exponential time 

dependence ewt, tht ~n the transient neutron flux is fixed in shape but is 

varying in amplitude • . Space-time effects can be incorporated into the 

poin t kinetics mod!!l by quasistatic methods or adiabatic methods, which 

recompute the point kinetics parameters periodically to account for 

spati al flux tilts . The point kinetics model is a simple method for 

obtai ning only the total power or neutron flux level in the reactor. 

1.4. 3 Modal Expan ~ ion Approximations(?) 

One type of modal expansion approx.imations is the time-synthesis 

method. In this m~thod, the neutron flux is expanded in known functions 

~gn(r ) with unknown expansion coefficients agn(t): 

(1.7) 

The above approximation is substituted into Equations (1.1) and (1.2). 

The spatial derivative in Equations (1.1) and (1.2) is eliminated when 

these equations are premultiplied by some weighting functions and inte

grated over the entire spatial domain. Thus, the neutron and precursor 

balance equations are satisfied, not at each spatial point, but in a 

weighted integral sense over the spatial domain for N different weighting 

func t i ons. 

Another type of modal expansion approximations is the space-time 

synthes i s method which expands the flux in the following form: 
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N 
-· I l)Jgn(x,y)a 9n(z,t) 

n=l 
. (1.8) 

The same 11substi t ute, weight and integrate 11 procedure is followed to 

obtain a set of ordinary differential equations in the time variable, 

but the weightin~ 1 functions and the integration involve only two of the 

spatial variable~; while the expansion coefficients are functions of the 

remaining spatial variable as well as of time. 

In applying the modal expansion appr6ximations, the choice of 

expansion functic•ns and weighting functions is of extreme importance 

for accurate res l' lts. One method of choosing the expansion functions 
./ 

is to use eigenfLnctions of the Helmhloltz equation which for regular 

geometries are analytical functions. 

1.4.4 Nodal Appraximation(7) 

In .applying the nodal approximation, the reactor model is 

divided into a small number of · regions. Associated with each region 

is a node. The neutron flux within each node Rj is written as the 

product of a shape function 1)! .(r} and an amplitude function N
9
J.(t): 

9J . 

r e R. 
J 

(1. 9) 

The above relatio n is substituted into Equations (1.1) and (1.2) which 

are then multiplied by appropriate weighting functions and integrated 

over the volume of region j. Whereas the modal expansion approximations 

are capable of pr 2dicting the transient neutron flux at each point, the 

nodal approximati •)n is oriented towards obtaining the average flux in 



each region of t he reactor. 

In the fcllowing chapter, the method of closed-form analysis 

is described. 

10 



CHAPTER 2 

A CLOSED-FORM ANALYSIS 

The previous sections have reviewed some of the commonly used 

techniques for nJclear reactor transient analyses. As mentioned in the 

introduction, an alternative solution technique, the closed-form method, 

has been applied by Garland and Harms(l) to time dependent temperature 

distribution cakulation in a cylindrical fuel pin. The objective of 

thi s project is to investigate the possible extension of this method 

to transient flux calculations. The formalism of this solution tech-

nique is presenb!d in the following section. 

2.1 Solution Fol"malism 

The starting point for this analysis is the space dependent 

reactor kinetics equations, Eq. (1.1) and (1.2), which are rewritten 

here for the sak1 ~ of clarity, 

~ ~t cp 9 r,t) = v.og(r,t)vcp
9
(r,t) + IE ,(r,t)cp9(r,t) 

g g'=l gg 

(1 ~ g ~ G) 

11 

(2. 1) 
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The symbols in these equations have previously been defined in Section 

1.3. For convenience in later discussion, Equations (2.1) and (2.2) 

are combined in the following compact matrix form: 

~t i"(r,t) = M(r,t)i"(r,t) (2.3) 

Here, i" is a vector of length N representing . the neutron flux or pre

cursor concentration at a point r, 

i"(r,t) = 

cJl 1Cr,t} 

cJl 2(r,t) 

~G(r,t) 

c1(r,t} 

= 

~ 1 cr,t} 

~2 cr,t) 

~Gcr,t) 

~G+l(r,t) 

• .. 
~N(r,t) 

where N is the total number of neutron and delayed precursor groups. 

M ~(r, t ) is an operator matrix of order N: 

(2. 4) 



v1(v.01v + Lll) VlLl 2 

V2L21 V2(V.D2V + L22) 

M(r, t ) = 

VlLlG Vlfll 

V2L2G V2f21 

0 

13 

0 

In an atte ~mpt to combine space dependent with space independent 

solutions, the general solution representation is written as 

where Hn and Enj are group dependent coefficients to be determined. 

The choice of a summation of N terms for the space independent solution 

will become clear later on. In both th~ time-synthesis method and 

poi nt kinetics analysis, separation of the flux in space and time is 

ass umed. Here, S t~paration of var iables is also assumed for the space 

· dependent solution ~ (r,t), 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 
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where r1, r2, and r3 represent the spatial variables involved in a 

three-dimensiona case. In Eq. (2.6), the addition of the space in

dependent part i s intended to remove the limitations imposed by the 

separation of space and time procedure on the magnitude of the trans

ient to be exami ned. 

Substitut ing Eq. (2.6) into Equations (2.1) . and (2.2), the 

resulting equations can be separated into space dependent and space 

independent parts , and are written as: 

Space dependent part: 

I 
+ l f .HG+.l)J(r~t) . , (1 ~ g ~G) 

i=l 91 1 

(l~i~I) 

Space independent part: 

1 N wj t G _ N wj t 
- I E • w • e = I t

9 9 
l ( r , t) ) E

9 
, J. e 

vg j=1 9J J g'=1 J=l 

(1 ~ g ~ G) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 



N w.t N w.t 
~ E e J = .... ~ ~ E J £.. G • . w . 1\ • L. G+ . . e 

j=l +l,J J lj=l 1,J 

G N wjt 
+ 2 pig l ( r' t ) .I Eg I J. e • ( 1 ~ i ::: I ) 

g'=l J=l . 

Equations (2.8) and (2.9) for the space dependent solutions can be 

written in the following form: 

where IT is a vector of length N containing the coefficients Hn' 

1 ::: n ~ N, 

H= • . ' . 

15 

(2. 11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

and ~(r,t) is the system operator matrix previously defined in Eq. (2.5). 

For a homogeneous region, the cross sections and the diffusion 

coefficients can be considered space independent within that region. 

Assuming separation of variables, Eq. (2.7), and assuming that the 

spatial dependence of $(r,t) is governed by the solution to the Helm-

holtz equation, 

(2. 14) 
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then Eq. (2.12) can be written as 

where ~is a sy tern coefficient matrix of order N, 

2 v1 ( -01 B + Ell) V1E12 VlElG v1f11 .• v1f1I 

V2E21 
2 

v2(-D2B + 1:22) V2E2G v2f2, •• v2f21 

A = VGEGl VGEG2 
2 

vG ( -DGB +EGG) vGfGl vGfGI 

Pn pl2 •• plG -~ . 1 
0 

0 . 

p 11 PI2 PIG -A. . I 

The matrix A di f fers from the matrix M in that the spatial derivative 

operator in Eq. (2.8) is now replaced by the buckling B2• 

Equation (2.15) can be written as follows: 

·1 dT( } - _ -
11fT d t H - AH • 

If it is further assumed that the time dependence is of the exponential 

form e0t, then Eq. (2.17) can be written as 

(A - ol H = o . 

(2.15) 

(2.16} 

(2.17) 

(2. 18} 
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Equation (2.18) actually represents a system of eigenfunction equations. 

The o's are given by the eigenvalues and the coefficients Hn are given 

by the eignevectors. For a system with a total of N energy and delayed 

precursor groups, there are N eigenvalues and N eigenvectors. Thus 

the space dependent solution in Eq. (2.6) can be represented as 

(1 ~ n ~ N) (2.19) 

where R(B,r) can be considered as the shape function and is given as a 

sol ution to the Helmholtz equation, Eq. (2.14). Hence, the shape 

function R(B,r) i s dependent on the buckling s2• It should be pointed 

out that the eigenvectors Hnj obtained from Eq. (2.18) are not normalized. 

They can be normalized by consider ing the boundary conditions at t = 0. 

The application of these boundary conditions leads to transcendental 

equations which c n be solved by matrix analysis, as will be shown in 

Sect ion 2.3. 

As can be seen from Eq. (2.18), all the elements of the system 

coef ficient matrix A must be known before the eigenvalues oj and the 

eigenvectors Hnj can be determined . The reactor material constants 

are of course ass med known, but t he buckling B2 has yet to be specified. 

In t his analysis, the steady-state pseudo-bucklings are assumed through

out the transient . The determination of the steady-state pseudo

bucklings will be described in Section 2.2. 

So far on ly the space dependent solution has been considered. 

The treatment of he space independent solution is described in what 

follows. It can be seen that the space independent solution is obtained 
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in a manner similar to that for the space dependent solution. 

All expressions in Equations (2.10) and (2.11) for the space 

independent part contain a summation of terms over j, 1 ~ j ~ N. Thus, 

taking the jth term in each expression, the resulting equations can be 

written as 

w.t 
J EG+ , .w .e 

1 ,J J 

I w.t 
+ I f . EG+ . . e J , ( 1 ~- g ~ G) 

i=l 91 1 ,J 

= -/.. EG+. .e 
. 1 1 ,J 

w.t 
J 

· G w.t 
+ I Pig'(r,t)Eg'J.e J 

g '=1 -
{1 ~ i ~ I) 

(2.20) 

(2. 21) 

w.t 
Equations (2.20) and (2.21), after dividing bye J , can be combined 

into the following matrix form, 

A'(r,t)E. = w.E. 
- J J J 

(2.22) 

Here, A' is a coefficient matrix of order N. It differs from the A 

matr ix in Eq. (2.16) in that there are no leakage terms, - o
9
s2, along 

the diagonal. E. is a vector of length N containing the jth term of 
J 

each energy and delayed precursor group. Equation (2.22), like Eq. (2.18), 

also represents a system of eigenfunction equations. Thus it can be seen 



tha t the space independent solution representation in Eq. (2.6) is 

consistent. Sine all the elements of the matrix fl~ are known, the 

19 

wj~ s are given by the eigenvalues and the coefficients Enj by the eigen

vec tors. The coefficients Enj can be normalized by considering the 

ini t ial condition ~n(r,o) at t = 0. Again, these conditions lead to 

transcendental eq ations. · 

2.2 The Steady-St ate Case 

The steady-state neutron diffusion equations are written as 

fol l ows: 

(1 ~ i ~ I) (2. 24) 

The symbols in Eq ations (2.23) and (2.24) have previously been defined 

in Section 1.3. In the steady-state case, the time dependence in the 

solution representation is suppressed. Thus, the group g flux may be 

wri t ten as 

N 
= H ~(r) + l E · 

g j=l 9J 
(2.25) 
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Substituting Eq. (2.25) into Eq. (2.23), the resulting equations can 

be separated into space dependent and space independent parts. With 

the assumption t hat the space dependence is governed by the Helmholtz 

equation, Eq. (2.14), the space dependent part for group g within a 

homogeneous regi n is written as 

(2.26) 

The G equations for G energy groups can be combined in the following 

matrix form, 

FH = o , (2.27) 

where [ is a matr ix of order G~ 

2 
-018 + Ell }:12 rlG 

r 21 
. 2 

-028 + r22 E2G 

F ::;; (2. 28) 

2 
rGl - IG2 . • -DGB + EGG 

and H is redefined as 
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H= 

The requirement for non-zero solutions H
9 

is that the determinant of [ 

van i shes. The va ishing determinant gives rise to a polynomial or 

characteristic eq ation of degree G in s2• Thus the pseudo-bucklings 

are given by the roots of this characteristic equation. The unknowns 

Hg are the eigenvectors of Eq. (2 . 27) and are given by any non-zero 

col umn of the adj int of [to within arbitrary constants. (g) Therefore, 

in a system with energy groups, there are a total of G pseudo-bucklings, 

Bg~ ' 1 ~ g' ~G. For each Bg~' there are two independent solutions to 

the Helmholtz equ tion, 

(l ~ g• ~ G) (2.29) 

where w1(Bg,r) and w2(Bg,r) are the independent solutions associated · 

with the g•th eigenmode and ag~l' ag, 2 are coefficients yet to be determined. 

Thus the space dependent solution for group g can be expanded in the 

following manner, 

(2.30) 
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The coefficients ag•l and ag. 2 are most conveniently found by considering 

boundary condition . It should be pointed out that Eq. (2.30) gives only 

the f lux shape. A previously mentioned, the coefficents H • are deter
gg 

mined to within ar itrary constants. However, they can be normalized 

against the power level within the homogeneous region under consideration. 

The space independent part can be treated in a similar manner. 

After substituting Eq. (2.25) into Eq. (2.23) and equating the jth term, 

the G equations for the space independent part can be put into the follow-

ing matrix form, 

F'E = 0 - j (2.31) 

where 

El . . J 

E2j 
E. 

J 
= (2.32) 

and F' differs fr m F in Eq. (2.28) in that the diagonal elements do not . 

contain the leaka e terms. Again, for non-zero Egj' it is required that 

the determinant of F' vanishes. However, because of the condition already 

imposed on the space dependent part, i.e., 

det F = 0 (2.33) 
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the requirement for the space independent part is not satisfied. Thus, 

all the coefficients Egj are equal to zero. Therefore, in the steady

state case, the space independent part in Eq. (2~25) is not included in 

the f i nal solution representation. However, it may be included in the 

anal ysis for the transient case, as will be shown in the following sec

tion . 

2.3 The Time Dependent Case 

Now that the steady-state pseudo-bucklings have been determined, 

they can be used t o approximate the spatial derivative in Eq. (2.8). 

Thus , for each value of B9 ~, Eq. (2.18) becomes 

(2.34) 

Here , theN by N matrix~~ is derived from the matrix A in Eq. (2.16), 

with the term B2 replaced by B9 ~. Similarly, o
9

,_ and Hg' are the eigen

values and eigenve tors associated with the g'th eigenmode. Therefore, 

the solution in the time dependent case can be written as 

N o , .t N w.t 
~ H , .e g J } + ~ En.e J • (1 s n s N) 

j =l ng J j=l J 
(2.35) 

Here , ¢n(r,t) repr sents the group flux for 1 s n s G, or the delayed 

neutron precursor oncentration for G+l s n s N. N is the total number 

of energy and dela ed precursor groups. The space dependent solution is 
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summed over all t he eigenmodes, each denoted by the subscript g•, 

1 ~ g~ ~G. 

In Eq. (2.35), the coefficients a9 ~ 1 and ag~ 2 , as well as the 

shape functions w1 (Bg~r) and w2 (Bg~r}, are obtained from the steady-state 

soluti ons. The cg•j's and wj's are given by the eigenvalues of Eq. (2.34) 

and Eq. (2.22) respectively. Similarly, the coefficients Hng'j and Enj 

are gi ven by the eigenvectors of Eq. (2.34) and Eq. (2.22) respectively 

and t hey are deter ined to within arbitrary constants. These coeffici-

ents can be normalized by considering boundary conditions or by equating 

to ini tial conditions. 

In the multiple temporal-mode transformation analysis by Harms 

et al ., which does not include the space independent solution, the coe

ffic i ents are normalized to the initial values. (6) Thus, along this vein, 

for t he g~th eigen ode solution at the initial time t = 0 of each time 

interval, we can wr ite 

(2.36) 

where b01 and bn2 -~re the known coefficients determined from the previous 

time interval. Equation (2.36) provides a normalization condition for the 

coefficients Hng'j if no space independent -part is con~id~red. -

However, i the space independent solution is also included, a 

different normalization procedure i s called for. The ~pproach used in this 

analysis is descri bed here. First, the coefficients Enj for the space 

independent part i n each region are normlized against the intial conditions 
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at one boundary of the region at the initial time t = 0, 

(2.37) 

where r1 specifies the position at the region boundary considered. Thus, 

all t he coefficien s E . are now determined. The normalizing conditions nJ . . 

for t he coefficien s Hngtj in the space dependent solution are derived 

by equating Eq. (2 . 35) to the initial conditions at the region boundaries. 

However, because o the condition already imposed on the space independ

ent part, Eq. (2.37), the ~quation obtained for group nat the region 

boundary rl is reduced to 

(2.38) 

Equation (2.38) implies that the coefficients Hng'j are linearly dependent 

since the expressions 

are not all equal t o zero. Therefore, the conditions of conti nuity of 

flux and current at time tat regi on interfaces must also be utilized to 

normalize the coeff icients Hnglj· Thus, in theory, all the unknowns in 

the solution repre entation, Eq. (2.35), are determined. In Chapter 3, 

the numerical resu l ts of two test problems will be discussed. 



CHAPTER 3 

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

In this st udy, the closed-form analysis is tested on two 

numerical problem . The first case is a homogeneous slab and the second 

a one-dimensional space dependent problem of the CANDU type. Some of 

the numerical results are presented in the following sections. 

3.1 Bare Homogeneous Slab 

Geometry nd Composition: Appendix A.l 

This test case represents a bare homogeneous slab reactor, 200 

em i n width with one energy group and one delayed neutron precursor group. _ 

The boundary condition is zero flux on the reactor boundary. 

The shape function is given by the solution to the Helmholtz 

equation, Eq. (2. 14), and is a cosine distribution, 

w(x) = a•cos(Bx) , (- H ~ x ~ H) (3. 1) 

where B2 is the buckling and H is the half-width of the reactor. Only 

the fundamental mode is considered since for this one-group one-region 

sys t em, there is no change in flux shape. Thus, the buckling is easily 

obtai ned by considering the zero flux boundary condition, 

(3 . 2) 
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The criticality factor for this system is given by(B) 

. (3.3) 

In this t st problem, the initial configuration was made critical 

by dividing the f i ssion cross section by the initial critical keff" 

The initial cosine flux distribution was normalized to unity at the reactor 

centre plane. The initial delayed neutron pr~cursor concentrations were 

in equilibrium wi t h the critical flux distribution. 

Positive reactivity was introduced to the system by a step de

crease i n the absorption cross section. Because of the zero flux boundary 

condi tion, the space independent solution as mentioned in Eq. (2.6) was 

not considered. The closed-form analysis used was then similar to the 

eigenvector expansion technique. The time behaviour of the neutron flux 

at t he reactor mid lane for various values of reactivity is shown in 

Tabl e 1 and Fig. 1. All reactivity values listed here were less than 

the prompt critica l value. Since t here is no change in flux shape~ 

Fig. 1 also represents the relative increase in reactor power. The 

assumption of a constant buckling for this problem was considered sat

isfactory because of the constant flux shape. 

3.2 One-Dimensional Space Dependent Problem 

Geometry a d Composition: Appendix A.2 

This test ase is a one-dimensional space dependent problem, with 

two energy groups and two delayed neutron precursor groups. The proper

ties of the model are based on a CANDU type reactor. The reactor model 
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p =4.25 rnk 

P=3.2mk 

.6 .8 1. 

TJME(SEC) 

Fig. 1: Neutron f lux at slab midplane versus time for four values of 

reactivi ty. 
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Table 1: Flux at slab midplane versus time for four values of reactivity 

Time Flux 
(sec} 

P = 3.2 mk P = 4. 25 mk p = 6.0 mk p = 6.8 mk 

0. .0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

. 1 .93 2.70 5.79 9.18 

.2 .97 2.89 8.73 2,05 El 

.3 1. 99 2.95 1. 07 El 3. 65 El 

.4 2.00 3.00 l. 23 El 5.99 El 

.5 2.02 3.04 l. 36 El 9.43 El 

.6 2.03 3.09 1. 49 El 1.45 E2 

.7 2.05 3.13 1. 62 El 2.22 E2 

.8 2.07 3.18 1. 75 El 3.36 E2 

.9 2.08 3.23 1.89 El 5.06 E2 

1.0 2.10 3.27 2.04 El 5.75 E2 



consists of six regions. Regions 2,3,4 and 5 represent the core and 

regions 1 and 6 are the reflectors (see Fig. 2). 

3Q 

The initi al reactor configuration was made critical by dividing 

the production cross sections by the_ initial critical keff' which had 

been obtained by a finite difference code, ADEP. (g) The steady-state 

flux distribution was obtained by following the procedure outlined in 

Section 2.2. Figure 2 shows the steady-state fast and thermal flux dis

tributions. These were in close agreement w{th the ADEP solutions. For 

this two-group problem, there are two pseudo-bucklings in each region and 

these are listed i n Table 2. The initial precursor concentrations were 

in equilibrium wi t h the critical flux distribution. The initial reactor 

power was normali zed to unity. The perturbation was introduced by a ramp 

decrease in the thermal group absorption cross sections in regions 2 and 

3 to simulate voi ding in one half of the core. The time interval of 

interest was divi ded into small steps ~t. The cross sections were con

sidered constant within the time step At and were updated at the end of 

· the time step. 

In the fi rst attempt to obtain the transient flux solution, the 

space independent part in Eq. (2.6) was included for consideration. How

ever, for this test problem, the approach outlined in Section 2.3 resulted 

in numerical diffi culties. The normalization conditions for the coeffici-

ents Hng'j resulted in a singularity matrix. This was due to the fact 

·that one of the ei genvalues obtained using the second pseudo-buckling was 

algebraically much larger than the other eigenvalues. This large eigen-
5 val ue was ~ .6 x 10 . Referring to Table 2, it can be seen that, in 

regions 2,3,4, and 5, the pseudo-buckling for the second eigenmode was 
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Table 2: Steady-state pseudo-bucklings 

Regions B 2 
1 

B 2 . 
2 

1 ,6 - .7794 E-2 - .2685 E-3 

2,5 • 7795 E-4 - .-1069 E-1 

3,4 - .1129 E-5 - .1068 E-1 
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larger in magnitu e than that for the first by an order of 3 to 4. 

Furthermore~ using the second pseudo~buckling, the terms DgB 2 along the 

diagonal of the matrix~· in Eq. (2.34) were significantly larger than 

the cross section which were in the range of 10-4 to 10-3. Thus, the 

resulting eigenval ues for the core were predominantly determined by 

the pseudo-buckli g for the second eigenmode. Since the normalization 

conditions for th coefficients Hn , . invloved continuity of flux and 
g J 0 -~t . 

. nJ current at region interfaces at t = ~t, the terms e were evaluated. 

These terms resul t ed in a singularity matrix which persisted even for 

small ~t•s in the range of microseconds. 

In later attempts to obtain the transient flux solutions, the 

space independent part was not included in the solution representation 

and a normalizati n procedure similar to that for the multiple temporal

mode transformati n analysis was adopted. However, the relatively large 

eigenvalues corresponding to the second eigenmode again resulted in num

erical difficulties. In regions 2 and 3, unreasonably large fluxes as 

well as negative f luxes were obtained. Thus, it can be concluded that 

the procedure of assuming an exponential time dependence for the second 

eigenmode was not satisfactory for this test probl em. 

In the fi nal analysis for this test problem, an exponential time 

dependence was assumed for only the first eigenmode and no space independ

ent solution was considered. Thus the solution representation used for 

this problem was 

(1 ~ n ~ N) (3.4) 



The following normalization condition was used, 

N 

j~lHnlj = 1 (1 ~ n ~ N) (3.5) 

In Table 3, the peak thermal flux obtained was compared to the ADEP solu

tion for a transi ent of 0.04 seconds. 

Although t he peak thermal flux was computed with accuracy com

parable to that of ADEP, the transient flux solutions at other spatial 

points (not shown here) had large errors compared with the ADEP solutions. 

In regions 1,4,5 and 6 whfch had no perturbation, the neutron flux was 

expected to rise because of increased neutron diffusion from the perturbed 

regi ons 2 and 3. However, the closed-form analysis as outlined in Chapter 

2 fai led to account for this fact, thus resulting in inaccurate solutions 

in t hese regions as well as discontinui ties along region interfaces. 
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Table 3: Peak t ermal flux at x = 210 em versus time 

Time t.t ADEP This Study 
(sec) (sec) 

s x 10-6 .002 • 001 .0005 . 0001 

0. 0 .392043 .392043 .392043 .392043 .392043 

. 01 .392598 .392715 .392660 .392632 .392610 

. 02 .394144 .394435 .394330 .394277 .394234 

. 03 .396533 .397122 .396970 .396894 .396832 

. 04 .399659 .400710 .400514 .400416 .400327 



CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Two simple test problems have been examined to investigate the 

poss i ble extension of the closed-form analysis to transient flux calcula

tions . This chapt er summarizes the findings in this study. 

The first t est case, the homogeneous slab with one energy group, 

has demonstrated that the space independent solution is not to be applied 

to a homogeneous region with the zero flux boundary condition. With no 

space independent solution, the closed-form analysis is then reduced to 

the ei genvector expansion technique. 

The second test case, the six-region space dependent problem of 

the CANDU type, has identified some of the numerical difficulties ass

ociated with the closed-form analysis. First, it has indicated that the 

assumption of a separate exponential time dependence for each eigenmode 

solution will lead to a singularity matrix when the coefficients are 

normal ized. Second, it has indicated that the closed-form analysis as 

presented in this study does not account for flux shape changes or 

neutron leakage across region interfaces. Thus, it can be concluded 

that the closed-form analysis as presented here is not satisfactory for 

trans ient flux calculations for a general space dependent problem. How

ever, it should be pointed out that the cause of these numerical difficul

ties is mainly related to the procedure of using the region-dependent 

steady-state pseudo-bucklings throughout the transient, and not to the 

incl usion of the space independent solution. 
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The closed~form analysis must be modified and improved before it 

can be applied to a general space dependent problem. Some areas for 

modi f ications or i provements are suggested as follows: 

(a) The reactor kinetics equations should be multiplied by 

appropriate weighting functions and then integrated over 

the volume of the region considered. In this way, the 

neutron leakage across region interfaces can be accounted 

for. It should be noted however, that even such a proce

dure may not sufficiently account for flux tilts.(?) 

(b) A closer examination of the relation between the time con

stants of a reactor system and the eigenvalues obtained 

for different eigenmodes is required. This will lead to 

better approximations about the time dependence in the 

solution representation. 

(c) Instead of assuming the steady-state pseudo-bucklings 

throughout the transient, they may be updated periodically 

during the transient. This will necessarily involve 

recomputing the coefficients periodically. The feasibility 

of such a procedure has yet to be examined. 



APPENDIX A 

TEST PROBLEM DATA 

The reactor configurations and parameters of the two test problems 

are l i sted here. All symbols have previously been defined in Section 1.2. 

The boundary condition for both problems is zero flux on the reactor 

outer boundary. 

A. 1 Homogeneous Slab 

Number of energy groups = 1 

Number of precursor groups = 1 

Geometry: Bare homogeneous slab, 200 em in width 

Precursor Constants: 

-1 
A. = • 08 sec , ~ = • 0065' 

Material Properties: 

v = 2.2 x 106 (em/sec) 

D = .9338 em 
-1 

vz:f = .00473 em 

E = .0045 cm-l 
a 

Initial Conditions: 

Initial Spatial Shape: cosine 

Gritical keff = .99991419 

xll = 1. 0. 

Initial precursor concentrations are in equilibrium with the 

initial neutron flux distribution. 
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Perturbatio 

~Ea =- 1. E-5,- 2. E-5,- 2.82 E-5, - 3.2 E-5 

A.2 Six~Region Sp ce Dependent Problem 

Number of e ergy groups = 2 

Number of p ecursor groups = 2 

39 

Geometry: One-dimensional, six-region reactor, 780 em in width. 

Precursor Constants: 

~ 1 = .06297 s1 = .003213, x11 = 1.0, x21 = o. 

~2 = .6871, a2 =.004556, x12 = 1.0, x22 = o. · 

Material Properties: 

Region .. Group D vEf .· I · a El-+2 

. 1 ,6 1 1.310 0 • .01021 .01018 

2 • 8695 0. .0002335 0. 

2,5 1 1.264 .0002247 .008177 .007368 

2 .9328 .004523 .004031 0. 

3,4 1 1.264 .0002217 .008163 .007368 

2 . .9328 .004462 .004106 0. 

Additional parameters for all regions are: 

v1 = 1.0 x 107 (em/sec), v2 = 3.0 x 105 (em/sec), x1 = 1.0, x2 = 0. 

Initial Con itions: 

Critical kef f = 1.0084550 
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Initial configuration is made critical by dividing the production 

cross sections by the critical keff" The initial precursor concentra

tions are in equilibrium with the initial critical flux distribution. 

Perturbation: Regions 2 and 3 

aEa2 _ 4 l 1 
~-- 1.0 x 10 (em~ sec-), 



APPENDIX B 

USER DESCRIPTION 

The compute program for the first test problem is simple and 

has ample comments. No further explanation is necessary. The organiza

tion of the computer program for the second test problem is briefly 

described here. T e program is organized specifically for this two-group 

probl em and must b modified if a general multigroup problem is to be 

cons idered . Nevert heless, variable dimensioning is used to facilitate 

transfer of data. The code consists of the following program or sub

programs: 

B.l Program CANDU 

The main pu pose of this program is to read in data wbich define 

the geometry of the problem and to set up variable dimensions for the 

arrays. It also reads in the initial critical keff which has already 

been obtained by t e finite difference code ADEP. 

8.2 Subroutine MAIN 

This subrou ine is the core of the entire code. It first reads 

in the material properties, and specifies the spatial points where the 

transient fluxes are to be computed. Then it utilizes the subroutine 

STEDY to obtain the steady-state flux and precursor distributions. The 

transient is divided into small time steps. Within each step, the group 

2 absorption cross sections in regions 2 and 3 are updated and the sub-
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routine COEMAT is u ilized to compute the eigenvalues, eigenvectors and 

to normalize the ei genvectors for each region except the reflectors. The 

subroutine MAIN then updates the coefficients. The coefficients for the 

reflector regions are· found by considering continuity of flux and current. 

The solutions are rinted by the subroutine RITE. 

8.3 Subroutine STEDY 

This subrout ine calculates the steady-state solutions at the 

specified points . . Only one half of the core is actually cons{dered 

since t~e steady-state neutron and precursor distributions are symmetric 

about the midplan of the reactor. 

8.4 Subroutine COEMAT 

This subro tine sets up the coefficient matrices to compute the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors as well as to normalize the eigenvectors. 

These eigenvectors are in fact the coefficients associated with the shape 

functions and are returned to the subroutine MAIN. 

8.5 Subroutine RITE 

This subroutine prints and plots ·the steady-state and transient 

so l utions at spe ified time intervals. 

8.6 Input Instructions 

Card 1 ariables: NR, NG, NO, NPINT 

Format: 1 015 

NR = Number of reg.ions 
NG = Number of energy groups 
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ND = Number of delayed neutron precursor groups 

NPINT = Number of interior spatial points at which 

solutions are desired (points at region inter

faces are not included). 

Card 2 Variables: PFRAC, EFFK 

Format: 4El5.8 

PFRAC = Constant to permit adjustment of initial 

power level 

EFFK = Initial critical keff 

Card 3 Variables: (AL(I},BET(I},I=l,ND} 

Format: 4El5.8 

AL = Decay constant for ;th delayed precursor 

BET= Delayed neutron fraction for ith delayed 

precursor 

Card 4 Variables: (V(I},I=l, NG} 

Format: 4El5.8 

V = Speed of the energy group i 

card 5 Variables: (D(I),I=l,NR*NG} 

Format: 4El5.8 

D = Diffusion coefficient for group i in a region 

Card 6 Variables: (SIG(I},I=l ,NR*NG) 

Format: 4El5.8 

SIG = Absorption cross section (Ea) of group i iri 

a region 

Card 7 Variables: (SIGF(I),I=l ,NR*NG) 

Format: 4El5.8 

SIGF = Production cross section (vEf} of group i in a region 



Card 8 Variables: (SIGR(I),I=l ,NR) 

Format: 4E15.8 
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SIGR = Scatteri ng cross section (E t g) from group g + 

1 to group 2 in a region 

Card 9 Variables: (NP(I),I=l ,NR) 

Format: lOIS 

NP = Number of specified spatial points within a 

region i such that l NP(I)=NPINT 

Card 10 ariables: (DX(I),I=l ,NR) 

Format: 4£15.8 

I 

OX =Distance between spatial points in a region i. 

Uniform spacing is assumed. 

, · 



APPENDIX C 

. PROGRAM . LISTING 
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c 

. 5!J 

c 

~~CGRlM SLAS<INPUT CUTPUlJ . 
O l~Er..3I ON PHI<1.1>,CU1>~PSI(1D,OM=:GA<Z>,E:i.<2>,E2<2> 
.REAL LA~tCA 
P f'li' T EOQ 
P ~.It-. T . EQ.S 
READ 601, SIG,SIGF,C,V 
PRll\T 5JE, SIG, -IGF ,O, V 
REAC 601z EET,L~~30A 
FF.It-.T EGI 
P~l~1 cGE, 8ET,LAH80A 
S E ~ C o Q l , ~II 0 T r. 
P~I~l 6n e, HIQTrl 
PI=AC'JS<-l.G) 
8 = P I I .;·ll 0 T l-
BSU=E+e 
EFFK=SIGFJ<SIG+J~BSQ) 
SJ:GF=:SIGFJEFFK 
P~II\1 610, EFFK 
P~II\T 615, SIGF 
ccr-.~T.1=1. 
CCI\ST2=S1~f+8ET/L~~80A 
NFCINI=11 
ox= 1 a. 
X= G. 
T-=0. 
PRII\T t25 2 T 
PSI IS 1rE SHAPE FU NGT ION 

~~r1g>~ce~~~~~~~ 
X=X+!JX 
PHI( N l=PSI< N >~CO~ST1 
C(N}=PSICI\)+CCNST2 
CCf\ii :-tU~ 
PRlt\T c2E 
P~li\T 627, <PHI<N>,~=!,~PCINT> 
P~I~T E2e . 
PRitd E27, <C (1\) ,N=1 1 NFOI NJ > 
REtlO 6D.1, CSIG 
P F. II\T E21t_9SIG 
SIG-=SIG+C::.!.·.J 
EFFK=SIGF/tSIG+D~BSCl 
P R I 1\ T E 2 C E F FK 
x=cc+aso+~lG-SI G F>~v 
X1=L~MtiOt+<X+V~dET+SIGF) 
Xc=X"'LAt"E(A 
X=Xi+X1-<;.'"'"X2 
IF <X .LT. Q.) GU TO 55D 
X=SC ~ TCX> . 
O~EGA S A~E THE FREQUENCIES 
O~EGACi>=<X-Xi)/2. 
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c 

c 

60 

70 

. 1QG 

5511 
6Q1 
710 
71: 
60 .0 
605 
60~ 
tG7 
608 
E.10 
615 
620 
621 
c2S 
E2E 
627 
E.2~ 
a11J 
821} 

OrEG~(2J=-<X+X1J/2. 
P R I !' T 7 1 5 , 0 11 E: G A ( U , 0 i·J E G A ( 2 ) 
X~l=CLANBCA+O~EGA!lJJ/CBET~SIGFJ 
X~2=(L~~ECA+GMEG~C2JJ/C2ET~SIGFl 
Ei ANO E2 ARE T ~ E GCEFFICI~~TS 
=:2 (1)= (1.-XK2~C 1\S 12)/ (X:<1-XK2> 
E2C2)=(XK1-""CONS12-1.)/(XK1-XK2) 
E1C1>=XK:1"'~'!::2(:1) . 
E j <2 J;;XK2>!!£2 (2) 
X=E1(1)+t1(2) 
p;;H.i 8:1C, £1(1) ,E1(2) ,X,CCNST1 
X=E2(1)+E2(2) 
Fr<H.T 82(i, =:2<11 ,£2(2) ,X,CCNST2 
T~AX=i. 
CT=.D2 
TI"J\X=TMAX+i.£-8 
NSIEP=THJlX/DT 
OC 10:J I\=1;NSTE 
T=T+Of 
Pi'It-.T 625 1 T 

· Xl=O. 
X2=lJ. 
Xl ~NO X2 ARE 1 E A~PLITUDE FUNCTIO~S 

~~;;~~+~l~~lf+EXP !T4 0HEGA<N1l) 
X2=X2+E2(t-.1>•EX P (T~OHEGACN1)) 
X=!l. 
OC 70 N1=1,NPGI NT 
P~1(~1J=FSIC~1) ~ X1 
CCK1l=PSI(Nil+X? 
GJlLL FLGiFT<X,FHI(N1l,2) 
X=X+OX 
CC!'\IINU£ 

· P~I~T 62c 
P~II'i1 627, <PHI <J> ,J;;l,NPCINT> 
P~II'T 62~ 
P~II\T E27, (C(J ) ,J=l,NPOINTJ 
CCt--TltlUE 
Ctlll OU1flT 
S1CF 
Pfi!I.T 710 
FCRMAT<5E15.8) 
FCR~ATCJJ,• COMPLEX RCOTS FCR CMEGA +,Ill 
FC~MATC/It~ OH E GA1=•,E1S.e,5x 1•G~EGA2=•1E15.8,1/> . 
FCR~Ar<1~u,• !~ F INITE SLAB, ONt ENE~GY GKOUF,ONE DELAYEG 
FCF~AT(IJ,~ SIG SIGF 0 
FC~~~T(l),~E15. 6 l 
FC~~AT<IJ,~ EETA LAMBDA~,/) 
FCR~AT{II,~ WIDTH OF 3LA8=~,E15.5) 
FC~~ATCIJ,~ CR1TICAL KEFF=•,E15.c) 
FC~~AT(/1,~ CR I TICAL SIGF=•,E15.8) 
FCRMAT<IJ,~ KEFF=•,Ei5.3> 

~~~~~l~~~~= ~tu~G~~~Np~~~~~~~~ 5 f~~C. Al T=•,Ei5.6) 
FCR~AT(/1,• FLUX~,/) 
FC~~AT<1X,bE1S. 3 l 
FC~~AT(/1,~ P~ E CURSCR CCNC~~/) 
FC~MAT U1 ,~ G~ C UP 1 GCNSTtlN1S., ,4E1:. ~) 
FCR~AT(// 1 + G~OUP 2 CC~STAN7S+,4E15.8) 
Ei\C 
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c 
c 

c 
5 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 
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PFCG~AM Ct~GUCI N FUT,CUTFLTJ 
G C M i1 0 l·l A L l f: J , 8 E T ( 6 > , 8E T A , 8 E T M 1 , N 0 , N G P C , N ~ G 2 , N F .i: ~; T , N IF , N I F 2 _, F F P.. A C , E 

2FFK,Y( 8G-!J } 
C C I" tr 0 f U .J 0 G I 0 ~~ f G ~ ( 2 '-! > , A L F H A { 4 8 } 1 .X K 2 {1 '3 2 ) , 1 T F F HI { 2 G > , ti H P S ::L { 2 4 > , t; C t1 ~ G 
1A,NALPHA,~IFPHI,OT,T . . -
Rc~L ITFFhi . 
TrE A R RAY~ XK2(1'32> .C.!JO AMPSIC2<-+> Wt:RE .NOf USED IN THE: At-;.ALYSIS 
READ ~0~, ~~,~G,~O,~PINT 
PFRAC IS lC NCR~~LIZ~ PEAK TH~RMAL FLUX TO TrlE ADEP VALUE 
Rfft( 110, FFRAG,EFF~ 
REA D 11 0., (AL(l) 1 8ET!l>,I=1,NO> . 
8ETA=Q. 
OC 5 I=1,~D . 
aETA=dETA+BET<Il 
8 E Tt~ 1= 1 .• - E ETA 
SEl ARRA~ SIZE FOR VARIABLE DINENSICNING 
NIF=NR-1 
N IF 2= 1UF+NIF 
t\~C2=N .R/2 
NGP=NG+NPINT 
NCP=NO•NFINT . 
NGFO=NG-+1\C -- ··-·
NRI-.G= W<-¥t-<G 
~FA1IO=~R"'<NGP(- 1)..,.NGPG 
NI-!=1.\GP+N.GF 
N L =~;IF 2-+ 1\G F 0 
Nt~P=~R¥1\GFO•NG C 
NE=I\R+NGPC 
NF=~R"'NGFC4 NGPC + NG 
NY= t-. G P+ NO F+ NG+ ;!.,., Nr( + S"' NR i~G +N RAT I C +N H +2:f-N U +~A MP+NE +t~F 

CC 1!J I=1, NY 
Y<I)=O. 
N C ~ EGA=N R~r~ GPD 
N~LFHA=~R·~G4 NG 0 
NiFfHI=t-,IF-"'t\GP.C 
OC 11 I=1lNOMEG 
O~E G A<I>=a. . 
00 12 I=1,t-.;ALPn 
ALFhA{I>=O. 
0 G 13 I= 1 , t\ F 
Xi<2<I)=O. 
DC 14 I=t,~IFPH I 
ITFFHI ( IJ =C. 

. OC 15 I=21~GMEG A 
At·FSI{I>=u. 
T= G. 
Ni=1 . 
N'=i+NGP 
N:!=~2+f\:GF 
N4=t>3+NG 



2 0 

1 ~ 5 
110 
1 20 

1 25 
131] 
135 
1 c 

NS=t--.4+f',RN( 
~E=t.5+r-.F.t-.G 
~.; ? = ~. c +- r• F. r• G 
Ne =!\ 7+i\R 
!'l S = ~. 8 + ~; ;:.: 1\ G 
N1G=N'3-i-Nf<NG 
S :11 = N 1 {] + t• f; A T :i: C 
N12=N11+l\R 
N1 3=N1 2+~~ 
N14=N1J+ ~. n 
N15=N:l.4-+t\U 
N15=N15+1\t 
N 17 = ti 1 6 + ?\ A r" P . 
N:l 8= N17+NE 
N19=Ni8+j\f 
P~H; T 12C 
PK lli T 125, NR 1 l'IG 1 tl0 1 NPINT,FFRAC,€FFK 
PR i l\T 130 
0 C 2 u I= 1 , ~; 0 
P .;; I t-. T 1 ~ :: , l, A L< IJ , 6 ET < I> 
CCl\ TINUE 
PR l f\T 14D, N19 
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CALL H AI N ( Y < N 1> , Y < N 2 > , Y ( N..3 > , Y ( N-4) , Y < N 5) , Y < N 6 > , Y ( N7) , Y C N 6) , Y C N9 > 1 Y ( 
ZN1 0 > 1 : (l\11L 1 Y <t-.}.:?! ~y !N13) .,Y W14) ,,Y (N15> ,Y (Nib), Y<i't:17l ,Y Ht18) ,NR,NG 
2 ' 1\ G F ' I w F , 1\ K N G' N K A. I .l. c' N H ' 1\ u' ti A ~ F , N E ' "F) 
FC ~ l'"AT .(1015) 
!='C P.:W ATC4E15.o) 
FC RM AT<1~1 1 + REGIO~S G~OUPS DELAYED . GROUPS INi.PCINTS POWER 

1 F ~~ CTIC~ CRITICAL KEFF + 1 /J 
FC RM AT(1:X,Lt<I5,5X) ,2<E15.6z.5X> ,11//) 
FC ~ ~AT(¥ C~L A YEO GROUP uEGAY CONSTANT DELAY FRACTIU~ •,1> 
F C R MAT < 3 )<,IS'· 2 { 3 X, E 15. 8) , I I I I) -
FC RHAT (~ M.iNI!'!UM .!\OOITIOt-iAL fiELD LENGTH _,., I10) 
E!\C 
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SLB~CUTl~E ~ A I~(FHI,C,V,C,S G ,SiGF, SIGR ,SSQ,d,XK,~P,OX, ~ ,U,OU,AMF, 
1E,F,NR,NG,NGP,NOF,N~NG,N~AT O,NW,NU,NA~F,~E,NF) 

C C H 1". C ;4 Jl L ( c ) 1 t3 E T < ·) ) , 8 E T A, 3 E H 1 , 1'i 0 , rIG P C , t~ R iJ 2 , l' i FIN T , N .iF , ~~: F 2 _, F F R ;l C , E 
2FFK,Y{1) · 
CC~~CN/ACC/OHEGA(2~>,ALPhA{48>,XK2(1~2l,I:FPHl(2Jl,AMPSI<24l,MCH~G 
1A,~tLPHA,~IFPHI,OT,T . 
OI MEN SIO~ FH J: {i\SF>,Ct:-lCP) . . · . 
DI~ENSIC ~ VO.; G) ,C< NRNG l ,S IG<NRNG > ,SIGFCNRNG> ,SIGR! NF-. > ,.BSQlNRNG>,a< 

1NI1NG> 
0 1 I" E 1\ S I 0 l\ X K ( N ft ;l. TI C ) 1 N F < N R ) , 0 X (t~ R > 
DIMENSIO~ H(hW),U(~LJ,C~<NC>,AHP<~A~PJ,E<NE>,F<NF> 
REAL ITFF~I ·. . 

C REACTO~ P~F.A~ET EP.S 
REAC 505, <V <I>,I=1,NG) 
REAO 505, <O <I>,I=1,NRNG> 
BEAD ~Q~, (S ~ G(I>li=1!N~N~> 
"EAC 5u~, <S GFCIJ ,I=~,~RNG) 
REAG 505, <S I GIHI>,I=1 1 NR) 
DC 5 I=1 1\~N G 

5 SIGF<I>=SIGF <I>IEFFK 
P ~Il\ T ~20 
OC 20 l=1,NR 
PRINT 525, L 
OC 20 N=1,t\G 
L 1= < L-U ~t-.G+N 
I F (N .EC. NG> GO TC 1\l 
PFHT 53C, N1 0(L1>,SIG<LU,SIGFCL1).,SlGR(U 
GC TO 2D 

10 PFlt\T 53u, N, OU ... 1>,SIGCL1>,SIGF<L1l 
20 CC NT INUE 

P11It-.T 535, V{ i) ,Vt2> 
C REGIC~ SET LF 

REAO 510, t NP CI> 1 :!:=1,N R> 
RE~C 505 1 <O X<I> , I= 1,NR) 
P~l~T 54U · 
OC 50 L=l,NR · 
P~li\T 54S, L , NFCU ,CXCL} 

. - 50 CCNTINUE . 
C CALL STEOY SLE RO UTI NE TO COMPUTE STEADY SlATE PSEUDO EUCKLINGS 
C AND ~SSIGN SHAPE FU~CTIONS ~T EACH SPATIAL PCihT 

CftLL STECYCPHI,C,V,G,SLG,S IG F,SIG~, SSQ,B,XK,NP,OX,W,U,OU,AHF,E,F,N 
1R,~G,NGF,~CP , NRNG,NRATIO,NW,NU,~AMP,NE,NFJ 
ITPR=l 
C1=1.E-i:t 
Tl".il :X=!.;.E-;: 
TF=!.E-2 
TP.AX=t.E-c+T .AX 
NSTEF=T~.A:X/O T 
TF=TF-1.E-e 
DC 49~ IJ~A N =i ,~STEP 



T='i+.CT 
S 1G (4} =SIG (4) - 1. ::-4""01 
SIG<c>=SIG<6> 1.E-4""DT 
DC 3QJ L=2,NI F 
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qeLL GC~KAT<FHI1Gl~~O~SfG ,~~GF,S~~ Rt8SQ,BLXK1NF ,OX,W,U, CU_,A~?,E ,F, 
1 ~ " , 1\ G, ~ u F , i'i GP f\ R N G , l\ RA T .1. 0 , 1H1 _, N U , 1'\ J.l H r, N c:. _, N r, LJ . . 
IL=<L-i>•NGPO - ~GFD 
I~O=<L-1>•~G•NGPG 
IFD=IL..,I\G 
l)Q=(L-1)•(NGPC-1)•~G 
DC 300 h=1,NG PC 
lt=I~O . 
1 F ( N • N E. 1) I X .Q::: I X 0 + 1 
Il=IL+2 . 
X1=!i. 
OC 240 N2=1,N GFO 
I..0=1A+1 . 
IFG=IFC+:1 

240 X1=X1+F{!f0)~ ~ XP(OT•ALFHA<IA>> 
If <N .EG. 1) XX1==X1 
IF iN • N E. 1) GJ T 0 2'-+1 
X2=M~P ( Il-1) 
X ~=AMP (IL) 

241 CC!\1IrlUE 
A~PtiL.-1}=.X2-'#o X 1 
Al-F<IL>=)~_,.X1 
IF <N .EG. 1) GO TO 263 
X I< (I X J))-= > 1/ X X 1 

2&a C Ci\ I LWE 
IF (N .NE. 1> IXO=IXO+ 1 

. IF G= IFG+Lt 
IL=IL+2 

300 GCNTI!-IUE 
C CC~PL lE A~FL1TUO E FCR FEFLECTGR ~EGI CNS 
C 3Y CONSICERIN G CONTINUITY CF FLUX AMO CUR~E~T 

X1=AMP(17J+AH F (i9) . 
A i1 P ( 2 ) ::: X 11 U ( 2 ) 
X1=AMP{21>+AH F (23> 
X2=CC~)~A~F<2 2 l~CU(S)+D(4J-AMP(24)""GU\8) 
X~=U<2> 4 0(2)+fUC4J-u(2)+CU<2>•U<4> 
A~F<6>=()1•U( 2 )~QU( ~ l-X2-'#oU( 4 ))/X3 
A~P(8)=(X2•U( 2 )-Xi•C (2)+QU(2))/X3 
X1=AMP(E5J+~H P CS7> 
A~F<82>=X!/U( 3 8> 
X1=A~P{ES>+AH P l71J . 
X2=C(1G)~DMP(7G>sOU!3~)+0(1Gl~AMP(72)•0U(36) 
X3=LC3a>•C(12)•GLC4D)-0(12J~CU(38)•U(4Gl 
AMPC861=(X1+Q(12J•OU{4Q)-X2•UC40))/Xl 
ANF(3d)=(X2~Ut38l-X1~0(12)~0U(3o))/X3 

CC~PU TE FLUX ANG FRECU~SOR GONG. AT INTERICR FCI NTS 



IL=L 
DC 35Q i.=!,NR 
L1=<L-1>•~GPO+~ G FJ-KGPO 
Nt-=1\P(U 
OC 350 i\1=1,?-\N 
IL=IL~1 
L3=<IL-1)"1\GPC 
L5=L1 
SC 350 l\2=1 ,N GP 
IL1=<N2-1laNPI~T+IL 
L5=L5+NGfC 
L2=L5 
L L=L 3 
X1=G. 
DC ~40 ~~=1 1 hGF D 
L2=L2+1 
L!;=L4+1 

34 D X1=~1+AHF(L2)+h(L~) 
35 0 P~I(IL1l=X1+PfR C 

C COMPUTE FLUX AND F ECU~SOR GONG. AT REGICN BCUNOARIES 
LO=O 
L1=l\GPC""'t-.GFD 
DC 4'00 L=i,NIF 
L C=L G+NGFC 
1L1=L 
IF (L .t-;E. NRD2l Gu TO 36 ·0 
Lu=LO-NGFC 
L1=L1-NGFO""NGPC 

36 " CCNTII'iUE 
DC "3SJ t'i=l,NGF 
L2=L IJ 
X .1=0. 
DC J8J N1=1,NGF D 
l2=L2+1 
l1=L1+1 

33 0 X1=X1+AMP(L1)""'U(l2) 
ITFfHi<IL1l=X1~P FRAC 

39 0 ll1=1L1+~IF 
40 0 LO=LO+ NGFC 

C TC APP~CXIMAT~ Y ~ECURSOR CC~C. AT REFLECTOR BOUNDARIES 
X='-+.rt. 
I1FFHIC11)=ITFF :I<11P·X 
ITFFHI C15>=ITFF ·r (15)+:.< 
11FFHI<1El=ITFF IC1EJ+X 
I1FfH!t2J>=1TFF IC2DJ+X 
I1=T/TP 
IF(IT .LT. :rp~) GO TO 450 
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. C~LL . ~ITE <EHI~C 1 VlQ~S!~,SIGf 1 S~~R~B~Q,~!XK,~P,OX,~~U,OU,AHP,E~F,tlR 
1 l to. G , r\ <J P , r-. [ r , K rd\ t_, , d .--< '" T J. U , ~ \1 , !~ U , N ,.;t1,.. , " E , N F ) 
"TP~=lTPF+1 . . 

53 5 
S1 Q 
c:~ n J- -

GCN1I i ~UE 
RETU~ N 
FCRI~ATC~.;E15.8) 
FCRI'AT(1015) 
FC K~~T(~ hEGIC~ ~RCUP 

Z ~IGR ~,II> 
FCR~ATC1::C,I3> 
FCR~AT(1CX,I3,SX,~~15.8) 
FCF.!·;H C/1 ,... V1.::.>~o:C:15. 8-,Sx,~ 
FCf~ATCIIIJ,~ 2EGICN NP 
Fc;:;r-.aT<1:X,2<I.3,5X> ,ElS. c J 
E?-.0 · 

0 SIG SlGF 

V2="',E15.~ 1 //) 
OX . +,JI> 
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SUB~OUTI~E STE DY<PHi,C,V, O ,~IG,SIGF,SIG~,ESC,B,XK,NP,OX,W,U,OU,AMP 
Z~~,F,N~,~GJ N GP,~C?,~~0G~~ ~ A l lC,~~,~~'~A~P~~E~NF! · . ~ -·~ r 

t.; C !" i"' C i'l A L ( o ) , d 1 ( o ) 7 U t. T h , b E T M 1 , N u ., t b P 1.. , • l 2 G 2 , .. P I .H , N IF , N .:.. F 2 , F Fr..~"' , !::. 
ZFF:<,Y(i) · . . . -

C C~ M mu ~ C C I 0 M E ·A ( 2 ~ ) 7 A l PH A ( 4 o ) , X K 2 <1 9 2 } , I T F PH I ( 2 G J , Ar-1 PSI { 2 4 ) , !'; U ME;; 
lA,~ALPhA,~IFPH T ,CT,T . 

01:'-IEt-;SICt. FHI< GF) 7 C(NCP> 
Ol~ENSIC~ V<NGJ,C(NHNG>,SIG<NRNG) 7 SIGF(NRNG>,SIGR<NR) 7 BSQlNRNG>,St 

1Nf;~\G) 
Ol!~ENSIC?-. XK!N .- A1IOl ~~PCNR> ,OX<NR> 
Ol~ENSIC~ WCNH l 7 CCNLf,cucNU>,AMP(~AMPJ 7 EC~EJ,F(NF> 
OI~ENSICN AC9 1 S l,P<S,1) 7 h~A~EAC1CS) 
REAL lTFFt'I 

C CNLY H~LF CF THE O~E IS CCNSIOEREO FUR STEAGY STATE DISTRIBUTION 
C FCR lHC G~CLF ANA YSiS ONLY 

NFCCNE:==G 
K=G 
K1=NW-NGFO 
L ~= 0 • c::-o 
DC-20tl l=1,NR0 2 

. !L4=<t-lR+1-2 ... L) (t-;GPC-i)+NG 
NFOCNC:=NFCCNc+ ·p (L) "'NGFO · 
L1= (L-U -"l'<G+1 
L2=L1+1 
Xi=O CL .1) ¥C (L2> 
X2=GCL1l~SIG<L , )+DCL2>~<SIG<L1>-SIGFC L 1J) 
X~=SIGCL2>•<SI G <L1)-SIGFCL1)>-SIGR<L>~SIGF{L2) 
PRINT lOG, L,X 1 ,X2 1 X3 
IF (X3 .EC. D. > GO TC 65J 
X4=X2+x2-L+Xi+ X ~ 
IF <X:.;. .Ll. {]. ) GO TO E?O 
X1=X1+)(1 
8S Q CLl>=C~QRT< X4)-X2)/X1 
BSG<L2J=-<SQRT<X~)+X2)/X1 
IF <L .:EG. 1> 8SQCL1>=-SIG<L1)/0(L1> 
IF <L .Ea. 1> ESQ(L2>=-SIG<L2)/DCL2> 
X 1==A8S <SSC (L1) ) 
X2=A8 '3(B~G<L2> ) 
8 (L1>=SQS1 (Xl) 
8CL2)=SQ~1CX2i 
L3= LJ+1 . . 
XKC LJ>=SIGR(L) / (0(L2J+ESQCL1>+SIG<L2)J 
IL5=IL~+l..J 
XI<< IL?l =:XK CL3) 
PFI ~T 7J5, L3, XK<L3) 
LJ= L3 +1 . 
IF <L .EG. 1) GO TG 20 
X~( L 3>=S1GRCLl / CCCL2l•eSQCL2l+S!G{L2)) 
IL5= IL4+L3 . 



Xi< ( l l? ) :=XK (L 3 ) 
P S ii'T 7 0 ~, L.3 1 X {L 3> 
PRI:'-.T c 1C 

20 L3=L3-HiC~f\G 
OC 153 1\=l, NG 
X l=E (L1> ~ex {l) 
IF <aSO!LU .EQ. Q.) GG TO 66 0 
If (L .EG. 1) G TO 5 G 
Lt.=L4+1 
U(L4)=1. 
iJ L CL 4) = G • 
L4=LLJ+1 
UCL4>-=0. 
Qt,j (L4) =B (Li) 

S!l IF <BSC<L1> •LT. D.) GO 10 :10a 
Nf\=1\FCL) 
OC c O J=1,NN 
X=< J -.5)..,.X1 
K=K+i 
!<1=K1+1 
\i{K>=CGStx> 
~(!< 1 ):}1(1<} 

P~I"i 815 1 K,Kt,H(K) 
K=K+1 
K1=K1+1 
W (K) =SIN CX) 
WCKU=H(l<) . 
P~I~T 815 1 K,Kl,HCK> 
K=K + NG 

60 K1=K1-NG-~GPO 
X=X +O XCL>~.5 ... 8(l1) 
L~=L5+1 . 
IJ(L 5 ):::CCS(X) 
OLCL5>=-B<L1)~SI~(X) 
L5= L5+1 
U (L S>=SIN CX) 
0U(L5>=8(L1>¥CCSCX> 
GC TG 14C 

100 CCt- l i NUE 
NI\=NP(U 
GC 1 10 J=1,NN 
X=<J-.5).lf.)C1 
K= l< +1 
l<1= X1+1 
~i ( K ) = C G S ~ ( X } 
IHK1>=lHIO 
P ~ I ~ T 815, K1 K1 ,W!K> 
K=K+t 
K1= K1+1 
W(K)=SIN11<X> 
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iriU< 1)= iHK> 
PFI ~T d15, K, Kl, W(K) 
l<:K +N G 

11 0 1<1= K1 - ~ G-~GP D 
X=X +C X(L)•.s•B (L1> 
L5=L5-r1 
U <L S> =CC~t- CX) 
OU< L5l=ECL1>•S I NH(X) 
L5== L5 +1 
U(L S> =Sit--h(X) 
DL< L5)=6CL1>•C SHCX) 

140 K:K - <~F<L>-11~ GPD-hG 
K1=K1i-NF<L> • ~G ~ O+~G 

150 l1== L1+.1 
L4= L5 
LS= LS -t-NGFO 
K-=l'; F!J ONE 
!<1= 1\ W-K-t-GFO 

20D CCI'ili NUE 
C . DEFI NE XI< FOR JHE PF. ECURSO RS 

DC 203 L=2,NIF 
IL1= (L-1>""1"G+1 
IL2= IL1+1 
IXG=<L-1>•< NGP D-1l+NG 
CC 2. 02 l'i1=1,NG 
IX G=IX0+1 · 
I X 1 = IX 0 + 1\ G 
DC 202 ~2=1,ND · . 
X ~ CIX1)=EETC N 2 > ~<SIGF<IL1l+SifF<IL2>+XKC!XO)l/AL(K2> 

202 IX1=IX1-t~G 
2. 0 3 . G C NT HI U E 

P ~ Il\T B2S 
IL1=1 
IL2=6 
DC 204 t=1,6 
P~I~l 8JC, <XK(Jl,J=IL1 1 1L2> 

· 1L1=!L1+E 
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20 4 IL2=IL2+6 
C S!~ILARLY ~EFINE - HAPE FUhCTIC~S ~C THEIR OERIV~TIVES AT REGlCN INTERF 
C fGR lhE RIGHl HAL CORE 

IL1=NIF-"'t\GPO 
OC · 2()5 1=1 NIF 
IL2=C NIF-If•NG 0 
DC 205 N=1,!'lGP · 
IL1=IL1+1 · 
IL2=IL2+1 
U <1L1)= U UL2) 
QL; CIL1 >=·-(u <IL2l 
IF li . EG. 1) OU<IL1>=0U<IL2> 

2 0 5 CC NTHHJE 



C SI~IL ~~L Y DEFINE EUCKLINGS FOR THE RIGHT HALF CORE 
L1 = ~; FW2'1-t-.G 

LZ =l 1 
DC 207 I=1,NR-lJ2 
L2 =L 2-2 
OC 286 11=1,NG 
L1 =L 1+1 
l ' = l2+ 1 
8~ G <LU =ESQ CL 2 } 

2 0 c 3C L 1>=8<L.2> 
2D7 L2 =L 2-2 

PR II\ T 7 '08 
P f' I f\ T 7 .G ~ , { 8 S Q < l'i > , N= 1 , ~ R N G ) 
P~ I f\1 711 
PS .H T 710, CU(I\),N=1,NU) 
PR I I\T 712 
PR i f\T 7Hl, (0 (N), N=i,NU> 
oc 21u I=t,s 
P( l )-=0. 
DC 21;) J=1,9 

21B A< I ,J>=O . . 
AC 1 ,1l=XK(1)~ C2) 
Al 2 ,1>=0(1)+0 <2> 
Al311)::ij(2)•X K (1) 4 0UC2> 
P( i i=-UC~l . 
P <3> =-fH2>•DUC4> 
J= 1 
lt. =NGPG 
L~ = l\G'~" O;GFC-1) 
DC 250 !=1 ,NG . 
L3 =L 3+1 
DC 250 1I=1,, G 
l~ =L 4-t-1 
J=J+1 
A< 1,J>=-XX(L3>•UCL4> 
AC 2 ,J>=-!:L3).,. L(l..;.) 
A L3 ,J>=-t:<4>• K(L3>"'0U<L4) 
L= = L~+NGFD · 
A <4 ,J> =U U.S) 
A< 5 ,J)=XK{L3} · UCL5) 
AC 6 ,J>=£(~l~O U CL5) 

230 A< 7 ,J>=DC4>~X. (L3l"'CU(L5) 
L3 =L3+NG 4 1\C 
Li.; =L 5 
DC 30D I=1,NG 
L~ =L 3+1 
DC ~QiJ 11=1,1'i G 
L~ =l ·i..t+1 
J= J +1 
A ( 4 ,J>=-L<L4> 
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3 G 

40!J 

450 

A {t;, J} =-Xi< (L 3) """ U {L4) 
A<c,J>=-C< 5 >4 0 (Ltr) 
A<7,J>=-OCEJ""X ' {l3).;.0U{L4} 
L5=l4+NGFC · 
A <8,J>=G 15)+QU (L5) 
A<9,Jl=DCEJ+XKCLJJ•OUCL5) 

· t1 E=1 
Nt=S 
I t=S · 
ICGT=O 
C 1~LL lEQT2F <A , ~ S1 t1 A ,IA 1 P 1 IDGT, HKA~EA, lER) 
I ·F < I E.R • G E • ! 2 6 J G D T u c 6 0 
L=1 . 
ANFC2>=FC1) _ 
A~F(El=X~(1)¥A~P(2) 
AMP· ( ~) = 1. 
NGP1=NG+1 
J=1 
DC 400 !=1,2 
L=L+1 . 
L1=<L-1)~l'iG+1 
L2=L1+1 
!L=<L-1)4~GPO~NGFO 
L~=(L-1)4(~GFD-1>~NG+1 
OC 4DD 1l=1,NGFD 
J=J+1 
IL=IL+1 
IL1=IL+NGFO 
Al"P CIU =F (J) 
IF <II . EC. NGP1) L3=L3+1 
A~P<IL1>=XKCL3>•~HPCIL) 
X1=~IGFCL1)¥AHP<IL>+SIGF<L2>•AHP<IL1) 
Il2= IL1 . 
C C 4 0 !J I J= 1, N 0 
X2=EET<IJl/ALCIJ> 

. Il2=IL2+t-(;FQ 
Al':F<IL2>=X1~X2 
DO LjSO l=l,NRD2 · 
IL1=CL-1)~NGPG+NGPO 
ILO=<NR+1-2•LJ¥NGPO~NGFO 
DC 450 I=1,NGPD 
IL1=Il1+1 
IL2=IL1-l~GFD 
DC 4SD 1I=1,NGPD 
IL2=IL2+~GF:£i 
IL~=1L2+ILG 
ArFCIL3l=A~FCIL2) 
IL= O 
DC 5'01J L=1,NR 
L:=<L-1)~1\GFO•~GPD-NGPC 
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Nh= t-. P<L> 
DC 500 i\=1,NN 
IL=IL+1 
L ~ = ( I L - 1 ) "~- t·: G P 0 
L.S=Li 
DG ~00 K=1,NGP O 
IL1=C~-1)~~P!N +IL 
L5=L5+r\GFC 
Lc= LS 
li.;=LJ 
CC 50D KK=1,NG FD 
L'=L2+1 
L4=LL++1 
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SOC PHI<IL1J=FHI<I L 1J+A~P(L2>•WCL4>•FFRAC .. 
C CCM?L;E INITIAL Fl UXES ANC PRECURSOR CO~C; 
C THESE ~RE SICfiED GRCUP BY GROUP ANO HITHIN 

AT ~EGION INTERFACES 
A GROUP, POINT BY POINT 

535 

540 
CC:::('I 
:.J..;~ 

56G 

58~ 

7:J'2 

703 

LC=t 
L1= t'I GPD"'I\GPO 
DC 560 L=1,NIF 
LD=LfJ+l'iGFC 
IL1=L 
IF <L .1\E. I\RD 2 > GO TO 535 
LG=LQ-NGFC 
L 1 =Li-N G F C + N G P C 
CCt-.1INt.;£ 
DC 5?0 N=1,NGP O 
l2= LO 
GG 540 ·N1:1,NG PO 
L2= L2+1 · 
L1=L1+1 
I1F F HI<IL1>=IT F PHICIL1)+AMFlll)~U!L2)+FFRAC 
IL1=IL1+~IF . 
LQ= L O+~GFC 
X=~./7. 
ITFFHIC11l=ITF F ~I!11)"'X 
ITF F HIC1~l=ITFPHI<1~)"'X 
IJF f HI<1E>=ITF FHl<1E)+X 
ITF FHI<20>=ITF F HI(2Q)~X 
CAl l RITE<FHI, C 1 V~O,§IG,SIGF,S~GR,8~Q~~tXK,~P,OX,W~U,DU,AHP~E,F,N~ 
1~~G,~GF,NCF,~R ~ ~,~RAliO,~W,NU,NAMP,~t;~~) · 
~ET UR N . . 
Pf'l r-. T 730 
S"iC F 
P~I ~ T 74G 
SIO F 
PRI ~ 1' 750 
SiC F 
FC~ ~ AT(IJ,• REGION •,IJ,• Xi= •,E1S.a,• X2= +,E15.a~+ X3:· •,E 

Z15. a > 
FCR MAT<JI, ~ L3= •,rs,• X RATIO= •, E15•8> 

r . 



70c 
709 
711J 
711 
712 
73 0 
74 a 
75~ 
810 
a ~ = 

... J 

829 
831) 

FC;~ATCJI,~ P _ ELCG-BUCKLI~GS •,JI) 
FCR~AT<1X,2~15 ti) 
FC~~AT(JI,~<SX E 1~.~)) 
FC~MAT(JJ,~ S h ~FE FUNCTIO NS AT INTERF~CES •,t/l 

59 

FCRMATCIJ,~ O E qiV~TIVES OF SHAPE FUNCTIONS AT INTEEFACES •,//) 
FC~rAf{~ C~E RCOi CF dSG=O ¥) 
FCRMATC• CO~F LEX · ROOTS I~ 8SQ ¥) . 
FC~~AT(• lERH - NAL ERROR I~ A ~ATRIX •1 
FC~~AT(J/ 1 ~ t =FT CCRE RI GHT GORE•,//) 
FCR~AT(2CtX,I3 > ,1 0 X,E1S.8l 
FCM~AT<J;,• ) RATIC •,IJ> 
FCF.~AT<SX,6E15 o) 

· Et--C 

. ; 



c 
c 

1 0 

60 

SU§~QUT;NErCqE MA ~~~HI~G,V~Q~§~G,S~GF,SIG~taSg,~%XK1 NP,OX,H,U,JU,AM 1 P , t , t- , I\ ~ , !'> u , N G F , \\ u ,... , ~ l ('", !• G , ,, r: ;.> 1 .1 0 , K ~ , ~~ U , ~, t. ,·t i"' , r, c:. , N t- , L. J 
CC~~CN AL(6> ,8 E T(6J,8~TA,6ETM1,NO,NGP£,NRD2,NPINT,NlF,NIF2,PF~AC,E 

ZFFK,Y(i) · . 
. CCI'l".CN/il[i:/CME -A {24) ,ALPI-;A (-'to) ,XK2 <192) ,ITFFHI (20) ,AMPSI<24)" NCMEG 
1~ 7 NALPHA,~IFPH I ,CT"T . . . . 
OIHENSIC~ FHIC NGPJ,C<NOP> . 
OI~ENSIGN V<NG J 7 0(N~NG>,SIG<NRNG>,SIGF(NRNG>,SIGRC~R) ,BSQ(N~NGJ,B( 

1Nf<t-;G) 
O~~E~SIC~ XK(N - ATIOl NP!NR> DX(NR) 
O:NENSIC~ h(NW ) ,U{~UJ,ouc~uJ,AHF(~AMPl,ElNE>,FCNFl 
OIMENS!Ct-. td4 7 >.tZ(.i.;1..4) 1 hK(24) ,EVALUE(4) 
Cl~E~SlC~ AAC1 E,r> ,X~{16 7 1J,XU(16 7 9l,XL(6~l 
CCMPLEX l,EVAL UE . 

THIS SU8RCUTl~E I - NOT UTILIZEC av REFLECTOR REGIONS . 
CCMPUTE EIGENV LUES ANO EIGENVECTCRS FOR C~LY THE FIRST EIGENMCOE 
OC 10 I=1,NGPO 
DC 10 II=1_,NG? 
ACI.,II>=G. 

· IL=(L-l}-'~'~G+1 
IL1=IL+1 . 
A.C1,1l=V(1l•<S I GF<IL>•BETH1-SIG<IL>> 

. At2,2>=-\d2l+SIGtiL1> 
A(3,J>=-JlLC1> 
A C4 7 4)=-Jll <2> 
A <1 7 2>=\J (1)-f>8=:TH1+.SIGF(IL1) 
A<1,3)=V<.U-~"AL(1> 
A!1 7 4>=V(1)•AL(2) 
A (2, 1) =V (2)-¥S l·R (L) 
A(3,1>=EE1(1>• IGFCIU 
A<3,2J=cET(U+ IGF<IL1 > 
AC4 7 1>=8ETt2>• IGFCILl 
A C~,2>=EEi (2l ""-IGF (Ill) 

· NGPCP1=NGFG+1 
NGFC~i=t\GFC-1 
NGFCSQ=hGFC•NG D 
NLC=NGPG-1 
1\\;C=I'iLC 
NS=NLC+NUC+1 
LD=lL-1>~~G•NG 0 
L1=LG""'NGFC 
LC=L0+1 
L1=L1+1 
lll=CL-:.l)•NG+l 
IL2=IL1f1 
ILC=IL1 
Il3=<L•1>-'~'NGP0 ~ 1•NG 
IFD=CL-l)~NGPO-'~'NG•NGPD 
I ,F (8SC<IL!D • EQ. 0 > GC TO 410 
X1=V(1) 4 ((1Li) •S SQ<ILC) 



70 

eo 

· sn . 

120 

13 {! 

14~ 
150 

X2=V ( 2) ""[ <Il2) 4 9 SQ ( lL'J) 
A<1, 1> =At1 1 1)-X1 . 
A<2_,2)=A<2,2)-X 2 . . 
C~LL EIG~F(~ 1 ~GFC,4,2,EV~LUE,Z,4,hK,iER> A{1,1>=AC1,1J+X1 
AC2,2>=~{2,2)+X2 
ILC= I UJ+1 
OC ? C I=i,~;GPD 
AtPHA(LO>=EVALUE(I) 
LG=LIJ~ 1 
IL3=IL3+1 
OC 5C I~1,~GPDS 
XECI >=IJ. 
OC 80 II=1.,1'-S -
All<I ,I I>=ll. 
ILL=NGPOSC-NGPCP1 
l~=NLC 
IX1=Q 
DO 120 I=i,ILL, 'GPDF1 
L~=t3+1 
L5=L3+NGFC 
DC S.:J II=l~ 7 LS 
ilt<l,II>==1. 
I:X1=IX1+:1 
I)! 2 =IX 1+ 1 
OC 100 IXG=1 7 NG D 
IX=IXO+I 
AA<IX,L3>=ZliX2,IXU> 
A~(IX,L5>=-ZCIX 1 ,IX0) 

- L~=L3~1 . 
CCt\TINUE 
I:X=I X+l 
OC 131J IXt==1 ,NGP C 
AAtiX,IX0>=1. 
XEC:1>=1. 
XE {c )= XK Cll3) 

· XEC11>=:XKXIL3+2J 
X2C16>=X~CIL3+4> . 
CALL LEQT28CAA, NGPOSQ,NLC,NUC,lG,X8,1,16,0,XU,16,XL,IERl 
IF <IER .EQ. 129 > GC TC 420 
K=Q 
If1=IFO 
DC 1 50 I=1 1 i\GPC 
DC 141 I1=1,NGF O 
K=k-t1 
IF:!.=IF1+1 
FCIFU=XECK> 
IF1= IF 1+t-.c:t=c 
I FQ=lf ;,J+f\GFIJ 
?.E1URt·l 

41 '0 F~It-.T 610 
610 FC~~AT(IJ,+ ON e RCCT OF 8SQ =0 •,JI> 

SICP 
L;2(! Pf'It\T E2D 

61 

620 FCRMAT(JJ,+ SINGULARITY COEFF. MAT~IX,5PACE-OEPENOENf PART . ~,Ill 
SICF 
EI'O 



1D 0 

12 ~ 

15 (! 

20 

62 

. SL2 ~ ~WTI~E ijiTE!FHI. t9~VtC 1 ~IG,SIGF~S~GR~B~Q,~~XK,NP,OX,~,u,ou,AMP, · 1 E, F , N ~ , N G , KG P , t\ :.J F, !'. :-t t'iu , ,.; R 1-\ t I 0, N H , t. u , I'< A i"! r-, ~H:. , W- J 
CCN~C;'J AL (6) ,=ET (6) ,BETA, EETM1,t~O,NGPu, NR02,NFII\T,NIF, N.LF2, FFRAC,C: 
ZFFK ,~ (1) · · . · 
CCi~ M OI~/AOO/OMEGA (24) ,ALPHA ( 4 5) ,XK2 (192) ,ITFPHI (20) ,AHPSI (24) 1 NOMEG 
1A,~ALPHA,~iFPHI,CT 1 1 . . . 

OIMENSICI\ FHI Ct-.GPl C<NCPi 
Dl~E~SIC~ VCNG>,O<~RNG>,SIGCNRNG>,SIGF(NR~Gl,SiGRCNRl ,BSQCN~NGJ,B( 
1N~~G> . 
DIKENSIC~ XKCNRATIO>,NPCNRJ,OX<~R> 
01~ENSIC~ WCNWl,UCNLl,OUCNUl,AMF(NAMPl,ECNEJ,FCNFl 
R~tll ITFH·I . 
P~II\T 540, 1 
IL1=1 
IL2=NFI~1 
OG 1Gu N=l,NGPC 
P~I~T 550,N · . 
P~Ii\T 555, !Prl£IU,IL=1L1,IL2l 
IL1=1L1+NFINT 
IL2=IL2-+~Fit-iT 
Pf'It-.T SEG 
Il.1=1 
IlZ=~IF 
DC 1 2J N=1 1 NGPC 
P~I~l 55U, N . . 
P ft I t\ T 5 5 S , ( IT F PHI <1 U , I L = I L 1 , Il2 ) 
IL1=IL1+tdF 
IL2=IL21-l'llf 
N 1= .[ 
DC 200 t==l,l'iE 
NI'I=~P{U 
CC 150 . ti=1,t\N 
N1=1'>1+1 
X=<N1-.5)""~iJ. 
N2=1\1+~FHT 
Y1=FHI (N1) 
Yc=FHI(t\c) 
CAL L PLGTFT<X,Y1,2) 
Ctll PLCTFT<X,Y2,4> 
CO. TINUE 
IF ( L .EC. t-tR> GO TC 200 
X=X +.3 ""31J. 
'I 1= I TFFH1 {L) 
Y2= I TFPEill+NIF> 
CtLL FLClFT<X,Y1,44} 
CtL L PLOTFT<X,YZ,Sl 
C C t\ T I rlU E 
CtLL OUTPLT 
CALL PRII\lHC21 HFASi ANC IHE~MAL FLUX) 
CtlLL OUTLH; 



Ri:TURN 
540 FCR ~AT C1H1,:"' FLUX AND . PRECCRSOR 
550 FCR ~AT {IJ,+ G- GUP.f-,!2,1) 
555 FCR ~AT<1X,8E15 . 8) 
559 FCR ~ AT(1X,5E15 . 8) 
560 FC~ ~AT <II,~ FLUX AND PR.ECU~SCR 

END . . 

INPUT 0 H A 
6 2 2 26 

.1706U8 i.00 8 4S50 
6.297 E-2 3.21 3 E-3 6. 871 
1.{) E+7 3.{! E+5 
1.31U .869 5 1 .. 26Lt 
1.264 .932 8 1.26~ 
1.26't .93 2d 1.310 
1.021 E-2 2.33 5 E-4 8.177 
8.163 E-3 -4.10 6 E-3 8.163 
8.177 E-3 4.03 E-3 1.G 21 
c. D. 2.247 
2.217 E-4 4.46 2 E-3 2.217 
2.247 E-4 4.52 3 E-3 u. 
1.018 E-2 7.36 E-3 7.368 

·· -- 7.368 E-~ 1.01 E-2 
3 4 6 6 4 3 

30. 30-. 
30. 3 o. 

63 

CO!'>G. AT T=.f. 7 E15.8> 

CONC .. AT 

E-1 

E-3 
E-3 
E-2 
E-4 
E-4 
E-3 

30. 

INTERFACES 

4.556 

.S328 

.9328 
• 8695 
4.031 
4.106 
2.335 
4.523 
4.462 o. 
7.36a 

~, //) 

E-3 · 

E-3 
E-3 
£-4 
E-~. 
E-3 

£-3 

30. 
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